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Team, 

Greetings — I hope this message finds you well. The recent dog bites have challenged us to adjust 

our operational tactics when Commander is present — please give lots of room (staying a terrain 

feature away if possible). We will continue to keep= in our sight but must be creative to ensure 

our own personal safety. The senior leaders of the detail and agency continue to address the issue 

at higher levels with staff and First Family — working to have a better solution soon. Thank you for 

your patience and understanding. 

I know it's been busy and the travel has been insane, so thank you for your sacrifice and dedication 

to our mission. Please share my heartfelt appreciation with your family as well. I've been very 

impressed with the work product our team has been producing but most of all the willingness to 

help each other through various challenges. PPD (FLD) is not easy but I love it because it's a direct 

reflection of the acronym T.E.A.M - Together Everyone Accomplishes More. I appreciate each of you 

and your positive attitude, I recognize the important role you play moving us forward. 

If you are lucky enough to be off for the 4th  — enjoy; if not thank you for working the holiday in 

furtherance of our mission. Either way, please complete your Web T&A tomorrow (Friday) if 

possible to assist the admin team in processing our timecards prior to the holiday - so we all get 

paid. Hope to see you soon as I finish my midnight rotation at the WH. 

Till then Stay safe and healthy... Thx again. 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge 

US Secret Service 
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